
1. SHAKESPEARE, William.  The sonnets of  William Shakespeare.  London, Riccardi 
Press, 1913.

Small 4to; pp. [iv], 78, [4]; top edge dyed and gilded; in a fine contemporary binding of  goat, 
reverse-dyed in red, with a gilt device of  a cardiogram extending across both boards and 
spine; hot-pink endpapers; by Kate Holland, with her blindstamp to rear pastedown.

£1000

A striking marriage of  the sharpest English love poetry and an arresting, original binding in 
the best contemporary taste.

2. MITFORD, Nancy.  Christmas pudding.  London, Thornton Butterworth Ltd, 1932.

8vo; pp. 316, [2]; all edges dyed; in fair goat by Kate Holland, upper gilt-tooled, with leather 
onlays, depicting a woman’s face and a sprig of  mistletoe, title gilt to spine; with matching 
cloth slipcase.

£850

First edition; one of  the earliest of  Mitford’s novels, bearing all the hallmarks of  her wit 
and verve already; the binding austerely festive.
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3. MITFORD, Nancy.  The pursuit of  love.  London, Hamish Hamilton, 1945.

8vo; pp. [viii], [38], [2, blanks], [2]; all edges dyed; in fair goat by Kate Holland, upper and 
lower boards gilt-tooled, upper board with a rose of  red and green leather onlays, title gilt 
to spine; with matching slipcase.

£850

First edition; the novel which catapulted Nancy Mitford into a successful writing career; 
funny, melancholic, and wryly observed, here in a suggestive contemporary binding by Kate 
Holland. The book is dedicated to Gaston Palewski, Mitford’s great love, whose career and 
habits provide the pattern for the dashing Frenchmen of  the present work and its sequels.

4. MITFORD, Nancy.  Love in a cold climate.  London, Hamish Hamilton, 1949.

8vo; pp. 284; all edges dyed; in fair goat by Kate Holland, upper and lower boards dyed, 
upper board with a female profile gilt-tooled, lips and ring in leather onlays, title gilt to spine; 
with matching cloth slipcase.

£850

First edition; classic Mitford, among the best of  her bitingly comic novels, the present copy 
in an alluring contemporary binding.

5. WAUGH, Evelyn.  [The Sword of  Honour Trilogy.] Men at arms; Officers and 
gentlemen; Unconditional surrender.  London, Chapman & Hall, 1952; 1955; 1962.

3 vols; 8vo; pp. [vi],314; [x], 335, [1, blank]; [viii], 311, [1, blank]; top edges dyed; in navy 
goat by Kate Holland, with red leather onlays across boards and spines, stripes of  gold braid 
denoting sequence, titles gilt to spines; with matching cloth slipcase.

£2750

First editions; a fine set of  Waugh’s satirical masterpiece of  martial farces, in an elegantly 
militaristic contemporary binding.
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6. BEST, Thomas.  Part the second. The compleat fly-fisher, or every man his own fly-
maker…  Stroud, Evergreen Press, 2014.

Small 4to; pp. [viii], [38], [2, blanks], [2]; all edges dyed and gilded; in a fine contemporary 
binding of  pale blue morocoo, with a gilt fly and line extending across both boards and 
spine, the fly with contrastings leather onlays; deep green endpapers; by Kate Holland, with 
her blindstamp to rear pastedown; in a matching cloth slipcase.

£900

A modern edition of  the one of  the earliest books on fly-fishing and tying, in a pleasingly 
sympathetic binding, restrained but attractive.

One of  100 copies printed.

Please refer rare books enquiries to Nicholas McBurney 
nicholas@heywoodhill.com

+44 (0)20 7629 0647
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